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I

t’s been said that the half-life of the content of the final year of a technical
first degree is about two and a half years. The basics you learn in the earlier
years will be valid for a long time, but in the final year a student is
surprisingly close to learning the latest understanding from recent research
and practice.
In the early years of a career, designers will most probably work on a rather
narrow range of tasks, as they learn to apply, in a pragmatic environment, the
understanding gained during their degrees. As they advance, they will move on
to other activities and have to apply other knowledge. Can they rely on the
memory of their degree learning or should they check for the latest
developments? The problem with the half-life situation is you don’t know which
half. It pays to check. Design work is always about something novel, otherwise
you are just copying something that has been
done before. Design is an opportunity to learn,
even if that only amounts to what is a better
understanding of a familiar subject. Meeting with
cross-disciplinary teams exposes you to new
information. Finding out more about customer
requirements, technical details, new materials or
Chair of the IED Colin Ledsome focuses on Continuing production methods is a learning experience.
Professional Development and the learning experiences That’s what Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) is all about – keeping yourself up to date
that it can bring to any career
and extending your ability to tackle new things.
Most CPD comes from appreciating the
learning experiences you have every day. If you hear a scrap of something new,
ask those questions or search the internet to find out more. You never know
when some piece of information will be useful. You never stop learning. Most
professionals, particularly in design, can meet their professional obligations just
by realising what they are learning by carrying out their work.
If a course is available in some topic you are going to need to know about,
then do it, but most CPD does not depend on formal learning. All you need to do
is keep a record of it.
A training course provider I knew told me that employers would ask him,
“What if I train my staff and they leave?” He would reply, “What if you don’t train
them and they stay?” Most of us are on the other side of that conversation. If
we don’t learn things, our usefulness will gradually diminish. CPD is worth doing,
even if it’s only asking yourself what you have learned from a new experience.
“Keep up to date or become out of date” has been said many times.
The IED, along with most other professional bodies, runs checks on the CPD
activities of its members. It’s one of the ways we make sure standards are
being maintained. If you are asked for your CPD records, you can make it easy
by having a record.
More details on the how and why of CPD can be found on page 22.

CPD – why it
matters so much

Get Involved

If you would like to contribute to any discussions, write to:
Colin Ledsome
BEng MEng CEng FIMechE FIED MCMI FBIS MDS, Chair, at:
The Institution of Engineering Designers,
Courtleigh, Westbury Leigh, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3TA.
Or email: chair@ied.org.uk
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ASIDES

Multiple approaches
Today, we rely more and more on calculators to give us the answers we once worked out on paper or in
our heads. Colin Ledsome CEng FIED looks at how it was done in medieval times

T

oday, if you want to multiply two numbers, with more
than one digit, you probably reach for a calculator.
When you ﬁrst did multiplication by hand at school,
you would learn your multiplication tables, committing
to memory all the results up to 12 x 12.
For larger numbers, you would have laid them out on two lines
and gone through ‘long’ multiplication, taking each digit of
one number in turn and multiplying the other, then adding the
results, eg:
7438
235
1487600
223140
37190
1747930

or

364
23
7280
1092
8372

2

3

16
3
4 0 6 2 4 5
7 0 8 0 9 4 0
1 4 1 2 1 5
1 2 1 2 0 3
7 3 5 9
4

0

7
3
3
2
0 9 6
06
1 8 4
0

12
12
8 0 8 2
3 7

zphoto /stock.adobe.com

In the medieval period, they used a different arrangement,
which may have taken up more room, but allowed a teacher to
check each multiplication pair individually. A diamond-shaped
matrix, with additional vertical lines, forms the structure. The
two numbers ﬁt on the two top lines. Each pair of digits is then
multiplied and the result put in the appropriate cell. Adding the
vertical columns gives the result required on the bottom two
lines. Sometimes, obsolete ways of doing something can teach us
to look at an everyday activity and gain new insight.

8
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Sticking
Points
As automotive manufacturers continue
using mixed materials in their designs,
the use of structural adhesives
will rise, as they can further
enhance performance,
lightweighting and aesthetics

A

utomotive companies are under
“The trick is to select exactly the right
pressure to meet stringent
material for each application.”
emissions targets and the
One way to do this, Pagliuca continues,
contribution of design engineers
is to create hybrid structures, where
will be crucial in achieving this. Factors
components made from different materials
such as improving engine performance
are combined into a single
and creating a sleeker, more
product: for example,
aerodynamic, chassis are
a front-end module,
“Using
usually cited as major
which incorporates
structural adhesives
factors in the drive
components
also overcomes some
towards improved
made from
of the potential
fuel efficiency, but
several different
another critical – and
materials.
downsides of combining
ongoing – issue is
While this
mixed materials – such as
lightweighting.
approach
preventing galvanic corrosion
Lightweighting
maximises
between dissimilar
underpins nearly
the inherent
everything that
advantage of each
metals”
automotive companies are
material, there is still
trying to achieve. Stripping
a challenge to overcome:
weight helps improve power-tohow to fix them together,
weight ratio and allows extra features,
without affecting structural integrity or
such as enhanced cabin protection, or
the characteristics of each material.
more extensive control systems, to be
Historically, this has been done with rivets
introduced without affecting fuel efficiency.
and fasteners, but is increasingly being
“Design engineers can select from a
achieved using structural adhesives.
wide range of materials, encompassing
“According to a study in 2017 from the
advanced metals, engineering plastics
Center for Automotive Research (CAR) in
and composites,” says Antonio Pagliuca,
the USA, the use of mild steel for body in
senior technical specialist adhesives for
white will plummet from 55% today to just
3M’s Automotive and Aerospace Division.
5% in 2040, as it is replaced by stronger,
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lower-density materials, such as aluminium
and polymer composites,” says Pagliuca.
“Such mixed material designs are
increasingly held together with adhesives;
research from CAR reveals that some
vehicle models use more than 10 times
more adhesive than they did in 2001,
due largely to the use of mixed materials.
According to CAR, adhesives will become
the dominant form of joining by 2030.”
Pagliuca also claims that the use
of adhesive-bonded mixed materials
can make a double contribution to
lightweighting. Modern advanced
materials, such as composites, have lower
densities than those they are replacing (for
example, mild steel), while the preferred
method of joining them (adhesive bonding)
removes the need for bolts and rivets –
further cutting body weight.
“Using structural adhesives also
overcomes some of the potential
downsides of combining mixed materials
– such as preventing galvanic corrosion
between dissimilar metals,” he adds.
“At the same time, the cleaner look of
bonded joints (compared with mechanical
fasteners) creates better-looking, more
efficient product builds, without the need
for extra finishing work, so streamlining
production.”

www.ied.org.uk

ADHESIVES LIGHTWEIGHTING

ADHESIVE ADVANTAGES
As the automotive industry uses
more and more mixed materials,
adhesives will continue to grow in
importance, and the increasing popularity
of polymer composites exemplifies their
advantage.
It is, of course, possible to join polymer
composites to other materials using
traditional mechanical attachments, such
as clips and screws. However, it requires
an extra step to mould or create features
for the attachment, which can create
stress concentrations, leading to cracking
and premature failure. Drilling holes in
composite materials will reduce strength
by introducing discontinuities into the
matrix and reinforcing fibres.
To add to this, any mechanical
attachment method will add weight to the
structure. Non-mechanical techniques,
such as heat and friction welding, can be
used for some composites, but these are
energy- and tooling-intensive, and have
limitations in the possible geometries and
substrate combinations.
Just as there are many different types
of polymer, so there is a wide variety of
adhesives, such as epoxies, acrylics and
urethanes, that allow design engineers
to create products that meet structural
integrity requirements. These structural
adhesives work with multiple substrates,
including plastics, metals and composites,
without losing performance properties.

www.ied.org.uk

Even low-surface energy plastics, such as
polypropylene and polyethylene, which are
difficult to join, can be bonded with the
latest generation of speciality structural
adhesives.
As well as forming strong bonds,
structural adhesives can lower overall
costs, increase product durability and
make a significant contribution to
lightweighting. Durability is improved
because adhesives distribute stress
across the bonded area, while fasteners,
rivets and spot welding can create
stress concentrations – leading to weak
points across the substrates.
Adhesives also seal the
entire bonding area,
As well as
while providing a
forming strong
high strength joint.

HOW IT’S
DONE

bonds, structural
adhesives can lower overall
costs, increase product
durability and made a
significant contribution
to lightweighting

A few examples
of where
structural
adhesives have
successfully
improved design
and manufacture in the
automotive sector show the
range of potential applications. In one
instance, a manufacturer used adhesive
bonding to attach Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS) inserts to a glass-filled
polypropylene bumper. It was the only

way to provide good
adhesion and a
permanent structural
bond to both surfaces
without pre-treatment that
also maintained the required surface
appearance. Similarly, adhesive bonding
is routinely used to attach interior
trim panels, such as bonding a large
thermoplastic bulk head to an external
aluminium frame. And it’s not just for
mass-produced cars. Speciality vehicles,
such as buses and coaches, can also
benefit. In one case, a polyurethane
adhesive sealant was used to bond
a glass-reinforced plastic side panel
to a coated steel frame. The adhesive
withstood the loads applied to the panel
during use, and allowed for the necessary
movement created by the vibrations and
differential thermal expansion.
“Many designers may feel that a line
of adhesive can never be as effective as
a line of rivets,” adds Pagliuca. “However,
many tests and practical examples show
that adhesive bonding can outperform
mechanical fastening techniques. As well
as cutting part count and component
weight, adhesives can seal gaps, reduce
internal vehicle noise and act as the
best interface between a wide range of
dissimilar materials.”
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Chain
reaction

When the Great Britain Cycling Team was having problems with the chain it was using in the
run-up to the Rio Olympics, it went in search of the right solution

W

ay back in 1880, when
the few cyclists then on
the roads were more
than likely riding high on
a Penny Farthing, young engineer Hans
Renold achieved a significant technical
breakthrough when he invented the
bush roller chain. This forward-looking
chain technology solved many problems
encountered at the time, and brought
a new level of performance, efficiency

8

and flexibility to the transmission of
mechanical power. The basis of this
technology is still used across the
globe today.
Fast forward to 2011 and the Great
Britain Cycling Team. It had identified
problems with the chain that the team
had been using: the primary failure mode
was buckling or there was even breaking
of the chain on ‘launch’, due to the
high forces exerted. In working on the

issue, the team realised that there was
also scope for improving efficiency and
contacted the Renold company to see if
it could come up with a solution for track
cycling. The rich history of Renold and a
mutual relationship with the University
of Bristol was the catalyst for the
partnership being formed.
The chain developed is based on
the same technology platform as
Renold’s Synergy brand industrial
transmission chain. It is widely regarded
as the performance leader in industrial
applications, courtesy of its wear and
fatigue performance. “British Cycling
came to us with some very interesting
and specific challenges,” says Detlef
Ragnitz, engineering director at Renold.
“Elite athletes make extreme demands
on the chain. We looked at our technology
portfolio to see what might be a good fit.
Our synergy technology platform is very
strong and durable, it has inherently low
friction and gives us long life in industrial
applications. In such applications,
greater efficiency means reduced carbon

www.ied.org.uk

LIFE CYCLE

footprint. In cycling, it means more
speed!”
What was the design approach taken
at the outset and why? “We established
the precise challenges of the application
– peak and average energy, maximum rate
of change of load – then examined each
of our existing technology platforms for
the best first fit, which turned out to be
Synergy, and then optimised the design
for the cycling application,” adds Ragnitz.
“Based on the initial chain design of our
standard industrial chain portfolio, we did
numerous tests at the University of Bristol
and optimised the chains dimensionally to
the most efficient ratio between bearing
diameter and necessary strength.
“We tested a number of coating
combinations already known from our
Synergy platform and optimised these
as well for the specific requirements
in cycling. Parallel to a lubrication
development in our industrial chain
sector, we also proved a modification
of our existing best lubricant towards
improved efficiency, which was then also
used for the new bicycle chain.”
The partnership between British
Cycling, Bristol University and Renold
first started to materialise back in
2011, with a proper development
project coming into existance from 2013
onwards. “They worked with us to create
highly accurate test methodologies,
designed and built a digitally controlled
test system and then conducted tests,
analysing and interpreting the results and
making additional recommendations for
improvement,” he confirms.
What gives this roller chain – made of
specially treated steel – such durability
when it comes to wear and fatigue
performance? “Precise dimensional
control during the forming and extruding of
components,” he responds, “very tightly
controlled and optimised heat treatment
process; and, finally, specially formulated
surface treatments on bearing surfaces
and coatings on plates combine to provide
highly robust interference fits and the
lowest possible inter-component friction
between moving parts.”
The chain was used to great effect
by the Great Britain Cycling Team on the
track in the Rio Olympic Games and the
partnership has continued to develop
since. On the need to improve drive

www.ied.org.uk

train efficiency, Tony Purnell, head of
technology for the Great Britain Cycling
Team, comments: “Any loss of drive train
efficiency means that some of the power
from the riders’ legs gets wasted into
heat, so it absolutely makes the bike
quicker.” Regarding the 2016 Olympics,
he adds: “We knew when we were on the
starting gates for Rio, we had the best
chain in the world”
And that certainly showed during
the cycling events, with GB achieving
remarkable success. See panel, right.
The chain developed for the team
features a specially surface-treated
pin and bush for greater efficiency and
wear performance. The side plates
are precision formed and holed before
being pre-stressed, resulting in optimal
mechanical interference fits between
plates, pins and bushes. This yields
higher strength and fatigue. Further
enhanced interference fit and corrosion
protection is a result of the plates being
nickel-coated prior to assembly.
To celebrate the anniversary of the
invention of the bush roller chain, Renold
is introducing a limited edition of 138
Velo CT track cycling chains available to
cyclists that want to experience the quality
and durability of this championshipwinning chain. More information at:
https://velo.renold.com.

MEDAL PEDAL POWER
The 2016 Rio Olympics saw the Great Britain
Cycling Team perform to a level that left other
nations floundering in its wake:
MEN’S EVENTS
Team sprint
Gold (Phil Hindes, Jason Kenny,
Callum Skinner)
Sprint
Gold (Kenny) Silver (Skinner)
Keirin
Gold (Kenny)
Omnium
Silver (Mark Cavendish)
Team pursuit
Gold (Ed Clancy, Steven Burke, Owain Doull,
Sir Bradley Wiggins)
WOMEN’S EVENTS
Sprint
Silver (Becky James), Bronze (Katy Marchant)
Keirin
Silver (James)
Omnium
Gold (Laura Trott)
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Young &

Talented

The future of engineering design lays in the hands of so many, not least our
latest young graduates only now setting out on their careers. It is something
the IED seeks to encourage, here singling out for special recognition what it
considers to have been the best 2018 ﬁnal-year university projects

Background image: Pierell /stock.adobe.com

T

he IED is continually
pointing out how important
it is that young people are
encouraged to take up careers in
engineering design, particularly
with the chronic shortfall of
engineers already highlighted.
According to EngineeringUK, there
is now an annual ‘gap’ of up to
59,000 engineering graduates
and technicians when it comes
to filling core engineering roles
(‘EngineeringUK 2018: The state
of engineering’).
Despite this deficit, however,
it is gratifying to report that a
whole new generation of
talented graduates is now
emerging, suitably armed
with the skills, ideas and
determination to make a
difference.
It is in recognition of
this that every year the IED
selects the final-year projects
of those it judges to have
excelled, and acknowledges
those achievements for the
contribution they are making.
Here, we profile a remarkable
line-up of the IED’s winning
selections and the student projects
that earned them such deserved
individual acknowledgement.
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Dominic Keeley MDes (Hons) Product Design
CTPD accredited programme, University of Bournemouth
There were many defining moments during his bachelor’s
degree that encouraged Dominic Keeley to continue his
learning journey and focus on ‘The use of virtual reality
sketching in the conceptual stages of product design’.
“For example, I became a President of the Student
Union’s Design Society, designed a number of
commercial products during my placement year,
and spent an entire year researching, planning and
configuring a design and prototype for my product
named the ‘Portable Stadiometer’,” he relates.
This was a device that is used by medical
professionals to measure the heights of young children. “Most
importantly, my time spent as a STEM ambassador,
visiting schools, colleges and other universities, inspired
me to continue researching and, with luck, contribute to the
foundations of knowledge in the design and engineering
industry. From here, I completed my integrated Masters,” he
states.
“This path led me to my final research project, ‘The
use of Virtual Reality Sketching in the Conceptual Stages
of Product Design’,” Dominic adds. “This alternative and
innovative method of designing products is becoming an
extremely popular method to visualise, demonstrate and
share ideas in a way that was previously not as accessible.
It offers a preview of an exciting future ahead not just for designers, but also
consumers that may reap the benefits of these new unrestricted designs.
“To me, the limits of design are boundless. There isn’t a product that can’t be
made, adjusted or fixed, if the designer has the imagination, determination and
ambition to do so. I will continue to pursue my ambition to become a Chartered
Product Designer and to support STEM education. I am excited by the opportunities
and experiences yet to come!”

www.ied.org.uk

IED STUDENT AWARDS

Rini Vanchhawng
BA (Hons) Industrial Design
RProdDes accredited programme, University of Bournemouth
The ‘Kida pendant’ project was
spurred on through the logic
that beyond the design of
every object is a story to tell.
The DNA that ran throughout
this project was embracing
change, using the concept of
‘Flying the Nest’.
“The purpose was
to reduce feelings of
loneliness and to reassure the user that
home is never far away, no matter where they are,” says Rini
Vanchhawng. The pendant may be worn in two ways, through
movement. “In closed form, the wings cradle and protect the
memory inside; upon opening, a memory is revealed, as the
necklace proudly displays its spread wings, reflecting how the
wearer themselves grow confident.
“What really began this project for me was how can we
bring a piece of ‘home’ anywhere we go – an object to help
people thrive, not just survive.”
The pendant was designed to be made using an indirect
3D printing technique and then hand finished. “As technology
is vastly expanding, there was the question of how to create
a universal design that would still be customisable to the
user,” he states. “By allowing a choice for the precious metal
and coloured enamel, as well as the freedom to store a
personal precious memory inside, the idea was that, through
these choices, a strong emotional connection could be
formed with the user – resulting in a pendant where there are
no two alike (unless purposely made as a pair). As this was
designed using CAD, fine details could be revised to ensure
there was enough material to support the thinner edges. In
just a few hours, several iterations could be made, which
may take someone several weeks to craft.”

www.ied.org.uk

Amsal Mohamed
MEng Mechanical,
Materials and
Manufacturing
Engineering
CEng accredited programme,
University of Nottingham
Malaysia
A recent graduate from the University of Nottingham Malaysia,
Amsal Mohamed is now pursuing an MSc in Applied and
Computational Mathematics. Of his final project, the ‘airoperated thermoacoustic cooler’, he says: “Thermoacoustics
utilise standing waves to generate periodic compression and
expansion cycles, providing the thermodynamic mechanism to
facilitate heat transfer. Essentially, it’s using sound to cool,”
he states. “The objective was to develop a methodology,
model and implement a design using air as the operating
media, as all current implementations use expensive highly
pressurised inert gas mixtures. As with all thermoacoustics,
the final design itself is dead simple. A speaker at one end,
a thermal interface between two heat exchangers, all
enclosed in a continuous resonator tube.
“This inherent lack of moving components and relative
manufacturing costs are great advantages to thermoacoustic
cooling. Incorporating design restrictions to using available
materials and the choice of medium resulted in resonator
lengths of 4.26m, which would not fit in the lab. Beyond
computational impact evaluation of each design dimension,
this proved the biggest hurdle, as acoustic losses around
bends are significant. Incorporating a 180° radiused bend
while compensating for the losses proved the ultimate
compromise to produce a functional system for approximately
US$125.”
The design is now being validated and, although the
achievable cooling power is minimal (10°C drop with 5W
cooling power), a design variant that
uses pressurised helium in parallel
combinations has potential, he adds,
as a commercially-viable product for
comfort cooling in certain markets.
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Edward Clapham
BSc Product Design & Innovation
IEng accredited programme, University of Portsmouth
Edward Clapham completed a
placement year at Apollo Fire
Detectors after his second
year. “I wanted to link my final
year project with Apollo, since
I knew the project would
be mutually beneficial. The
project focused on adapting
Apollo’s flat detector for
challenging environmental
conditions and rated IPX9
for pressurised steam
cleaning. After researching
and comparing solutions,
a matrix was used to determine
two solutions to test further:
strategically placed gaskets and
hydrophobic coated windows.”
The gaskets were initially
over-moulded on existing
plastics (simulated with a
polyjet multi-material 3D
print), but the seals were not
tight enough.
“Two independent gaskets were then designed
and minimum viable prototypes produced,” Edward explains.
“The coated prototypes were also produced. Both solutions
proved successful during in-house conformance validation
testing modules, with the goal of becoming a subsidiary
leader in the future.”
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Douglas Kilby
BSc Product Design Technology
RProdDes accredited programme, University of Brighton
‘Pod’ is described by Douglas Kilby as a discreet and hasslefree alternative to injecting insulin (and any other IV-based
injections). “Pod operates by allowing the user to administer
their insulin shot without the need for an exposed needle;
research concluded that diabetics were plagued by a negative
social stigma which restricted the use of exposed needles in
public, as it conveyed a very negative persona…”. Pod also
integrated some breakthrough and innovative technologies
(which are soon to be patented and fully protected), such as
a live sterilisation sensor array, passive haptics and bespoke
NFC.
Douglas decided to embark on this project due to a lifelong
interest in technology and pharmaceutical products alike.
He strongly believes that the medical consumer industry is
severely lacking in innovation and desirable cosmetics, and,
therefore, more desirable and
functional products should be
accessible.
“I spent my placement year
as a technical designer in the
radiation protection industry
and I have begun a career in
pharmaceutical industrial design. Alongside my studies,
I founded ‘dkdesign’, an engineering and design consultancy,
which has completed work for Siemens, National Rail and
various motorsport brands.”
The product has received very positive feedback from
consumers and the industry, he adds, and even interest from
potential investors. The next step envisaged for Pod will be
to construct a strong and productive IP portfolio, to further
increase the value to potential investors.
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Andrea Gomez de la Vara
BSc Product Design Technology
RProdDes accredited programme,
Buckinghamshire New University
‘WorkECE’ – designed and
manufactured by Andrea
Gomez de la Vara in her
final year – is a piece of
furniture that, she says,
“works in the new way of
workspace for offices and
libraries”. WorkECE has
been designed for anyone
spending a lot of time
sitting down in front of a
desk and subjected to
the stresses, strains
and aches this can
bring. “The product
adapts to the needs of the user, thanks to the
ease of adjustment in both table and chair. It offers comfort,
ergonomics and a drastic improvement in the efficiency of
work carried out.”
“Thanks to the LegaDrive system [provided by Hettich],
users can adjust the height of the table – just by pressing
a button – to achieve a healthier and more efficient way
to work. Also, the table top can be moved forwards and
backwards, and inclined at multiple angles, allowing the user
to work in various positions, based on what makes them feel
most comfortable and supported,” she adds.
“My inspiration and reason for embracing this project
came from observing people working in the library, who were
subjected to aches and pains from the postures they had to
adapt. I wanted to give people a better experience.”
Andrea is now studying for an MSc in Integrated Product
Design at Brunel University of London.
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Greg Rolleston
BSc (Hons) Product Design
RProdDes accredited programme, University of Nottingham Trent
The GYZR Flood awareness system developed by Greg Rolleston
aims to improve driver behaviour and increase road safety
in wet or flooded road conditions by displaying actual flood
data given by real-time monitoring of the roads ahead. GYZR
detects both water level and flow rate, displaying the data in an
understandable manner to motorists through an interactive sign.
“The system consists of two parts: a bollard and sign,” he
says. “The bollard is placed at the roadside and monitors the
water level and flow independently, sending this information to
an interactive sign 200m away. The sign has three stages of
warning, showing drivers different depth warnings and allowing
them to make a safe, informed decision to either tackle or avoid
the floodwater.” This information can then be broadcast from
the signs to traffic control centres via 3G, allowing them to
divert traffic, heavy vehicles and emergency services before
they become stuck in the problem area.
Greg worked closely with the Environmental
Agency and Nottingham City Council. CAD
models were produced of the chosen final
concept, followed by prototyping, using
electronics and a variety of manufacturing
processes, such as welding, vacuum forming
and milling.
He was given a placement at Stormsaver Ltd, which
specialises in rainwater harvesting and attenuation systems.
During his year in industry, he became involved in flood-related
projects and went to Flood Expo in London, which sparked his
interest in designing something to help solve this problem.
He returned to Stormsaver after graduating, working on new
company innovations and its new carbon-neutral product range.
GYZR is now part of a research project, led by his former
tutor Dr Matthew Watkins, working with the local council to test
the effectiveness of the system in a road flooding hotspot, with
the goal of developing a successful product for rollout across
flooding hotspots in the UK. Greg concludes: “An ambition postuniversity is to travel to America and get involved in the design
industry over there; also, possibly starting my own design/
engineering company is a long-term goal.”
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Bethany Ripley
BSc Product Design
and Innovation
IEng accredited programme,
University of Strathclyde
Bethany Ripley’s final-year dissertation was
on ‘Improving Postural Stability for Parkinson’s Disease
patients’. Parkinson’s Disease is a chronic long-term
neurological condition; one that affects more than 10 million
people worldwide. Diminished somatosensation, in addition to
unpleasant tremors, are often associated with an increased
likelihood of falling and poor postural stability
“It has been found that input noise (in the form of
vibrations) can enhance sensory and motor function,” says
Bethany. “This is something that was echoed in my initial
research, meeting a number of Parkinson’s patients who had
undergone a treatment known as ‘vibration therapy’; where
the person is placed in different positions on a vibration
plate around 20 minutes. Although documented as highly
successful, this therapy is often too costly and inaccessible
for many suffering with the disease.
“In light of my research and by way of providing a solution
to the problem, I developed a vibrating insole, harnessing
the positive effects of vibration therapy through the inclusion
of multiple low-frequency vibrators. The
insole has been designed to sit discretely
within the user’s existing shoe, avoiding
attracting unwanted attention and
increasing the user’s vulnerability.
The product stimulates the body’s
tonic vibration reflex — creating a
sustained muscle contraction similar
to those elicited during vigorous
exercise. By stimulating this reflex,
you are heightening the user’s
sensory perception, decreasing their likelihood of falling. By
continually stimulating the muscles, the user’s blood flow is
improved, in turn decreasing the likelihood of resting tremors
and again relieving a factor of poor postural stability.”
“Looking to the future, I would love to test my product
fully, in order to further prove and refine my design; and
ultimately see it being offered to patients via the NHS.”
Since graduating, Bethany has joined Samsung UK as
a product manager, while continuing to work on and develop
this idea in her free time.
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Izabela Duszenko
BSc Product Design
RProdDes accredited programme,
University of Sussex
‘POPPi TOYS Deep Sea Friends’ is a
range of educational construction toys
aimed at children age 4-6 years’ old.
It includes a storybook to accompany the product, which aims
to further educate about these creatures, their environment
and how that needs to be safeguarded. The toys are intended
to educate the user through fun and play about deep sea
species and bring the user closer to the natural world; and,
through an accompanying educational story book, inform
about the negative impact our behaviour has on the marine
environment and so help the efforts to stop the plastic that is
entering oceans. “The main aim of this toy is a prevention of
waste through education and empathy,
going back to the beginning of the waste
problem, and the issue of sustainability,”
explains Izabela Duszenko.
The toy is comprised of a central
hollow ball as the main body, pierced
with many concentric holes. Then there
are various, separate body parts such as fins, eyes, tail,
teeth etc. All the body parts have an integrally moulded male
pin, split at one point. which fit neatly into the main ball at
various locations. The whole toy would be made from smooth,
highly coloured sustainable material. “The main aim is that
it would be a pleasing, tactile item and the ball would also
give continuity across the various creatures in the proposed
ranges, a sphere being an organic shape that creates infinite
opportunities and variety during play.”
Her design process started from simple sketching, using
pencil and paper, and then quick prototyping, which allowed an
instinctive approach to concepts and ideas, before moving onto
more advanced methods. “Research was an ongoing process,
justifying every stage and decision of the design process
and influencing the final design,” she adds. “I understood
that designing the product needed input from many different
disciplines and the collaboration of many people.”
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Rachael Ryan
BSc (Hons) Product Design
RProdDes accredited programme
Dublin Institute of Technology
‘Ground’ is a sustainable, simple solution
that utilises coffee waste by moulding it into
seedling pots. “It is now becoming a trend for
coffee shops to leave out bags of used coffee
for their customers to take home to fortify
their soil,” says Rachael Ryan. “This device
can be used with any sort of excess coffee.
As coffee is one of the largest traded commodities
in the world, on average a coffee shop produces 10kg of
coffee waste every day. “Ground aims to reduce the amount
of overall waste associated with home gardening,” she
explains. “The idea is to cut the number of plastic pots
manufactured and use the valuable resource to make an
ecological gardening product. These pots can be planted
straight into the ground to biodegrade.”
Initially, this project was testing the coffee material and
soil itself, including its PH and water retention levels. “Many
tests were also conducted to calculate the force needed
to adhere the coffee waste together, so that it would be a
reliable and durable structure. The concept was developed
by designing different iterations and prototypes in the
engineering phase, which included heat testing, FEA testing,
forms and shapes and material selection. This product allows
the user to apply certain amounts
of force to these grounds. It is
an example of good sustainable
practices, being efficiently
manufactured and using recyclable
materials such as beech,
aluminium and steel.”
Rachael, who recently started a position as a product
design engineer in an emergency lighting company, also
points to how Irish and European legislation is promoting
a greener environment. “This product has the potential to
have a far-reaching impact on the environment. It is society’s
responsibility to reverse the damage and effect sustainable
behaviour, using the valuable resources that are currently
being wasted. I recently took part in a three-month incubation
programme (ICUBED) to develop this product into a viable
business, from conceptualisation to the manufacturing stage.
With the help of this programme, I hope to bring Ground to
market.”
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Frida Ragnar
MEng PDE
CEng accredited programme, University of Strathclyde
The MYNTA lunchbox provides the user with a solution
whereby food can be cooked using an oven or microwave
oven and then kept hot – until lunch time, for example – or
allowed to go cold. The essential design feature of MYNTA
is that it can tell the temperature of the food via a colourchanging thermometer, which shows red when the food is
too hot; green (for hot food); blue (for chilled food) when the
food is at a good eating temperature; and orange when the
food is cooling down/heating up and there is a larger risk for
bacterial growth.
“A large part of the project was extensive testing to
select the best materials from a heat and cold insulating
perspective,” says Frida Ragnar. “This was completed by
heat transfer, cold transfer and wall temperature experiments
on glass and ceramic containers, and experiments on heat
and cooling pads.”
The aim of the project, she adds, was to “create a food
storage solution for people with a stressful lifestyle to aid
them bringing home-made food to work”. This particular
project was selected, due to the difficulties associated with
bringing such food into work or university when not having
access to a fridge and microwave.
The testing of the prototype and simulations of the CAD
models show proof of concept, however to fully create a
product ready for the market more testing and refinements
would need to be completed. These including a more
refined prototype using all the right materials since some
compromises had to be made when making the current
prototype. There are currently no thoughts of progressing the
project further however it is a possibility at a later stage after
obtaining more experience from working within industry.
Frida, who graduated in June 2018, has since been
travelling in New Zealand and is now back in her native
Sweden. “I have a new job [from the beginning of 2019] and
am looking forward to progressing my career from there.”
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WHATÕS HAPPENING

BLOODHOUND sniffs
out a saviour

After a turbulent recent spell for the BLOODHOUND Team in its pursuit
of the 1,000mph world record, during which the parent company went
into administration and the project looked like it might well be doomed,
up popped the perfect pre-Christmas gift in mid-December last year –
the successful sale of the business and assets, which will now allow the
project to continue.
The assets have been bought by Yorkshire-based entrepreneur Ian
Warhurst. A mechanical engineer by training and long-term Bloodhound
enthusiast, Warhurst, managing director of Barnsley engineering
firm Melett, has a strong background in running highly successful
businesses in the automotive engineering sector. He is expected to
bring considerable expertise to bear in taking the project forward.
“The team are thrilled that Ian has saved BLOODHOUND SSC for
the country. It’s the best possible Christmas present for the many
supporters around the world who have been inspired by the project,”

according to BLOODHOUND. The new owner had this to say: “I have
been overwhelmed by the level of interest and messages of goodwill
following the news that I have bought Bloodhound. It’s clear how much
this unique British project means to people, all around the world.
My family and I have been supporters, too, for many years and I am
delighted to have been able to safeguard the business and assets.”
Having built a successful engineering business, added Warhurst,
he recognised how hard it can be recruiting people with the right
skills, and how important it is to inspire young people about science,
technology, engineering and maths. “Bloodhound brings these subjects
to life in the most exciting way possible and I want to ensure it can
continue doing that into the future. To that end, I will be meeting with
the team to draw up a plan, which we look forward to sharing in the
New Year.” The latest move clears the way for the project to focus on its
build-up to the record attempt in South Africa.

Letter to the editor
Dear editor
Can I thank you for your recent article on REMAP? (Engineering
Designer Nov-Dec 2018, pictured right) It was seeing a similar
article in the mid-1980s that led to the formation of such
a group in East Sussex.
When asked what REMAP stood for, we would jokingly reply
either ‘Retired Engineers Making Aids for People’ or ‘Real
Engineers Make Anything Possible’.
Not that all our members were engineers by any means.
When contacting newspapers, we would say we were looking for
inventors who did not know what to invent!
PS: if this means you, dear reader, please contact your local
group, as your talents will be very welcome.
J. Trevor Thompson MIED
(Name and address supplied)
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WINNING THE RACE

for parts production

The Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team finished the 2018 FIA Formula One Constructors’ Championship
in 8th place with a total of 48 points. A ‘work in progress’ certainly, but the
latest design technology is behind the push for greater success

S

auber Motorsport AG, the company
operating the Alfa Romeo Sauber
F1 Team, is a firm believer in 3D
printing/Additive Manufacturing
– technology that is now gaining a strong
foothold in engineering design and beyond.
By way of advancing that commitment,
Sauber has recently added five new ProX
800 SLA 3D printers to its headquarters
and engineering facilities in Hinwil,
Switzerland, within the scope of a new
partnership agreement that has been
struck between 3D Systems and the Alfa
Romeo Sauber F1 Team.
Sauber Motorsport AG first started
using 3D Systems’ solutions more than
10 years ago when it built its Additive
Manufacturing department. The new SLA
(stereolithography) systems join existing
3D Systems products used by the F1
team, including six SLS 3D printers.
“When we decided to upgrade our SLA
production capability, we felt it was time to
take our cooperation with 3D Systems to
a deeper level. We also needed to expand
our capacity, so replacing some of the
older 3D Systems SLAs with the higher
throughput ProX 800 was the natural
choice,” says Christoph Hansen, head of
additive manufacturing, at Sauber. “We
are using 3D Systems’ SLA solutions
predominantly and extensively for wind
tunnel testing, but also for tooling for
carbon laminating, as well as vacuum
casting for silicon parts.”

WIND TUNNEL TESTING
Wind tunnel testing is, of course,
essential for the aerodynamic
development of a Formula
1 race car. A 60% scale model
of the car is produced for testing
in Sauber’s own state-of-the-art wind
tunnel located at its Hinwil headquarters.
This model is produced mostly with
additive manufacturing – 3D Systems’
SLS and SLA 3D printers are used for
everything from front wings, brake ducts
and suspension covers to engine covers,
internal ducts and hand deflectors.
“We can’t really compare this process
to conventional manufacturing, because
it would be impossible to do it any other
way than 3D printing; we require many

Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team’s front brake
duct inlet for wind tunnel testing model
(produced on 3D Systems’ SLS 3D printers).

parts with superior surface quality in a
very short time,” says Reto Trachsel, head
of aero design, at Sauber. “There have
been times when the wind tunnel, which
is also used by our third-party customers,
has been running 24/7 and we have been

The Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team’s C37 –
integrated parts created with the help of 3D
Systems SLA and SLS 3D printing solutions
– on the track at the 2018 FIA Formula 1
Chinese Grand Prix.
www.ied.org.uk
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Wind tunnel testing is essential for
the aerodynamic development of
a Formula 1 race car.

leveraging our 3D Systems solutions to
produce 200 to 300 plastic parts per work
day.”

RACING TO THE FINISH
Once the development is approved,
the final parts are produced, often in
carbon fibre, using both conventionally
manufactured and 3D printed moulding.
“The Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team draws
on a variety of 3D Systems’ SLA materials
to produce tools for different applications.
For example, we laminate carbon parts
using tools produced in Bluestone
material and we use the Xtreme material
for vacuum casting tools to produce the
sealings,” says Hansen. Bluestone is a
stable engineered nano composite for high

stiffness parts such as wind-tunnel test
models, fixtures, jigs and tools, lighting
components, ‘under-the-hood’ automotive
parts and electrical components, while
Xtreme material is an ultra-tough grey
plastic that resists breakage and handles
challenging functional assemblies.
“Why do we 3D print the tools, instead
of using conventional tooling techniques?”
he asks. “The answer is easy – we get
the design complexity for free! This is
absolutely essential for parts like complex
duct systems.”
As Hansen points out, it takes a
winning team to succeed in Formula One
and the 3D Systems partnership with the
Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team “matches
the world’s most advanced additive

manufacturing solutions with cutting-edge
automotive engineering”.
Phil Schultz, senior vice president,
general manager, on demand solutions and
plastics, 3D Systems, takes up the story.
“By increasing production throughput with
the addition of the 3D Systems’ ProX 800
SLA systems, Sauber can test more design
revisions and push the limits of race car
innovation. Formula One is the ultimate
proving ground for 3D printing and the
expertise we continue to acquire can be
applied to mainstream passenger vehicles,
as well as aerospace and other industries.”
In addition to using 3D Systems’
Additive Manufacturing for its own
prototyping and production requirements,
Sauber leverages the 3D printers for

ON A MISSION
3D Systems’ SLS and SLA 3D printing technologies play a highly
significant role in the design and development of mission-critical
components for a whole range of mainstream industries, including
automotive, aerospace and healthcare.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) employs production-grade, standardsbased thermoplastics to produce durable parts that meet and exceed
engineering requirements for strength, durability, heat, chemical
resistance and biocompatibility.
Free of the design limitations of conventional manufacturing
processes, such as injection moulding and CNC, engineers using SLS
can create innovative nylon parts that consolidate assemblies to reduce
complexity and increase reliability – without the need for tooling. For
the automotive and aerospace industries, this means that products

are brought to market faster, supply chains are simplified and the final
vehicles themselves can incorporate lighter weight parts, which deliver
increased fuel efficiency.
Stereolithography (SLA) was invented by 3D Systems founder Chuck
Hull more than 30 years ago. Today, SLA 3D printing is regarded by many
as the best choice for producing large quantities of plastic parts with
extremely smooth surface finishes and high-resolution accuracy.
This is important not only for iterative prototyping – where multiple
part designs are quickly 3D printed, tested and revised to deliver better
products, faster – but also for manufacturing applications, such as rapid,
3D-printed casting patterns for automotive and aerospace parts where
complete precision is an absolute must.
More information at: https://uk.3dsystems.com.

xxxxxx
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New 3D Systems ProX 800 SLA 3D printers
installed at Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team’s
headquarters and engineering facilities in
Hinwil, Switzerland.

its engineering services. This enables
companies all over Europe to benefit from
Sauber’s expertise, 3D printed precision
mock-ups, jigs and fixtures, tooling and
serial production. “Sauber Engineering
is bringing race track performance to all
kinds of companies, large and small,”
states Hansen. “Whether we’re optimising
the performance of our own F1 cars
or helping our third-party customers
reimagine opportunities from prototyping
to serial production, we’re relying on our
expanding arsenal of 3D Systems’ additive
manufacturing solutions to give us a
competitive edge.”

BEHIND THE SCENES
Engineering Designer wanted to get more
of an ‘inside view’ on how Sauber uses
3D printing to best advantage, putting the
following questions to Christoph Hansen:
ED: The 3D printing process builds up
layers, which inevitably produce steps on
low angle slopes; yet aerodynamic testing
requires very smooth surfaces, particularly
when scaled down. Do they need extra
finishing or are they able to achieve the
required finish with their process?
Hansen: 3D printed SLA parts used in
our wind tunnel testing undergo a series
of internal finishing processes at Alfa
Romeo Sauber F1 Team. This includes
washing with liquids, pressure cleaning,
polishing and sand blasting, painting
with black paint. 3D printed SLS parts
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typically undergo
sandblasting, polishing
and painting. The finishing process for
parts used in wind tunnel testing takes
anywhere from a few months to one hour –
depending on part complexity.
ED: What are the ‘nuts and bolts’ of
the actual design process, in pursuit of
the final goal?
Hansen: Our goal is to design parts
with as many options and iterations as
possible in a short period of time. We
use CATIA to design 1-to-1, full scale
surfaces of the specific part. We prepare
a full-scale parametric surface model and,
based on this model, we include several
design options. For example, if we have
a parametric surface model used for a
winglet, we design 10 to 20 options. Then
we scale the surface design down to fit
the wind tunnel model and import them
into the part model. By swapping out the
surfaces, we have a few options to test.
By using parametric models, it is possible
to design a huge amount of options within
a few days.
ED: How were the design choices/
decisions made along the way? Such
as the challenges that the design teams

faced and how these were resolved.
Hansen: The final designs are based on
the results from the wind tunnel testing.
With the many design programs and
3D printing solutions at our disposal,
there really is no limit to the designs we
can create. We believe the production
should not limit the design; we adopt the
production to the design, not the design
to the production. That means we produce
many variations of the part designs.
ED: What materials may be used – and
can different materials be blended during
the process?
Hansen: The 3D printing materials we
are using with the 3D Systems SLA
3D printer are Bluestone, Xtreme,
Accua HPC and, for SLS, Sauber’s own
carbon-reinforced powder, HiPAC. The
models used in the wind tunnel testing
include plastic and metal parts.
ED: Do any 3D printed components go
into the race car itself? If yes, which ones
and why?
Hansen: Yes – a variety of SLA and SLS
3D printed parts are used in the final race
car. This includes cooling ducts, brake
ducts cooling inlets and tubing. The main
reason we used 3D Systems’ 3D printing
to create these final parts is the design
flexibility 3D printing affords and the short
lead times. The weather on the day of the
race, of course, impacts the aerodynamics
of the parts. For example, we create three
to five variations of the brake duct cooling
inlet to accommodate different weather
and track conditions. We then take the
parts to the track and the day before the
race customise the car according to the
weather and track conditions.

Right: Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team’s
racecar rollhoop part for wind tunnel
testing model (produced on the
3D Systems ProX 800 SLA 3D
printerwith Xtreme material).
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After
the ﬂood

The number of people in the UK living in areas at signiﬁcant risk of ﬂooding could rise from
1.8 million today to 2.6 million by 2050, it is forecast. One young engineer is trying to help
communities step up their resilience

SIMON CROWTHER
Simon Crowther set up his company – Flood
Protection Solutions – five years ago and now
oversees a multi-million pound operation.
Flood Protection Solutions has grown into
one of UK’s leading flood defence companies.
They support homeowners, businesses,
agencies and councils across the UK, helping
to reduce the damage caused by flood water.
Crowther has enjoyed his most successful
year to date, including recently securing large
contracts to supply water companies with the
Water-Gate temporary flood barrier. He was
voted a Top 100 Real Leader in the World
in 2016 by real-leaders.com and won Young
Entrepreneur of the Year at the Great British
Entrepreneur Awards.
Prior to founding Flood Protection Solutions,
he competed in the World Water Week in
Stockholm in 2010, where he dined with
royalty and met the Crown Princess Victoria,
an experience only enjoyed by a limited
number of students from around the world.
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imon Crowther, award-winning
engineer and founder and CEO
of Flood Protection Solutions,
has been a key driver in trying
to ensure that more cost-effective and
environmentally-friendly systems are
now being used in the fight to improve
flood defences, rather than relying on
the old standby, sandbags. His vision
is for a safer, better connected world,
using technology and engineering to
greatest advantage. He actively looks to
help residents, businesses and councils
improve their response to emergency
flood situations, thus helping reduce the
damage that flooding causes.
His progressive approach to this highly
challenging problem – the Committee
on Climate Change has warned that
the number of people in the UK living
in areas at significant risk of flooding
could rise from 1.8 million today to 2.6
million by 2050 under a 2oC climate
change scenario – has also brought
him the distinction of making his way

onto the ‘Forbes Europe 30 Under 30’
selection. It’s a remarkable achievement
for the 24-year-old and means he is
representing the UK as one of its top
young entrepreneurs in industry.
This is yet another accolade for
Crowther to add to the list, having been
previously voted a Top 100 Real Leader
in the World by real-leaders.com and
winning Young Entrepreneur of the Year
at the Great British Entrepreneur Awards.
Commenting on joining such an elite
group, Crowther says: “I feel so proud
and privileged to have been selected for
the Forbes list. I set up Flood Protection
Solutions to help residents, communities,
businesses and agencies to reduce their
flood risk, and I’m absolutely honoured to
be acknowledged for my work.”
Through his pioneering work in flood
prevention, Crowther was awarded
a prestigious Arkwright Engineering
Scholarship. He then went on to
achieve a Civil Engineering Degree at
the University of Nottingham where his
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Far left: Simon Crowther with Mary
Dhonau OBE at Botcherby Community
Centre in Carlisle. Botcherby Community
Centre was badly ﬂooded in December
2015 and then had to undergo ﬂoodresilient repair. Crowther’s company Flood
Protection Solutions donated a ‘puddle
sucker’ pump to the community centre
to help shore up its defences.
dissertation was on ‘The Effect of Rising
Sea Levels on the UK’, something on
which he has spoken at the industryleading Flood Expo in the past and will do
so again at this year’s expo (‘Is the Flood
Protection Industry Heading in the Right
Direction?) on Wednesday, 12 September
2019, at the NEC Birmingham.
His interest in flooding, flood
resistance and resilience, and the
environment was kick-started when
his family home was flooded back in
2007. Following that devastating event,
Crowther’s family decided they did not
want to go through the upheaval, expense
or stress again that the flooding caused.
When researching flood defences, it
became apparent, he says, that most
products were either “slow or expensive”.
The family purchased a Canadian WaterGate barrier to afford greater protection
should they be hit with a similar such
incident – while hoping never to need to
use it!

while at the same time weighing the base
down, forming a seal. By utilising this
self-opening method, it reduces the time,
effort and number of people required to
install it, making it a rapid flood or water
diversion blockade.
The purchase proved to be a wise
investment. In 2012, once again rain
the like of which, Crowther says, “would
normally be seen in the tropics” hit their
village. The main street was turned into
what was effectively a brown fast-flowing
river. The young Crowther rolled out the
Water-Gate barrier and it duly saved the
house from serious flooding.
His engineering interest was piqued.
He carried out detailed research into the
product and discovered it was available
in 25 countries, but not the UK. Aged 18,
he arranged a meeting in Paris with the
manufacturers and secured the sole UK
distributor rights.
Since 2012, the business has really
flourished and grown into one of the
UK’s leading flood defence companies.
It now works with customers that include
Thames Water, Yorkshire Water and the
Environment Agency and has secured
several large contracts to supply the
Water-Gate barrier.
In fact, the flood barrier was used
particularly effectively by the Environment
Agency in a project to minimise silt being
carried and deposited downstream. Gravel
deposits had built up at Chester Burn,
Durham, upstream of the log catcher.
This was preventing the river level

monitoring equipment from working
correctly and impeding the water flow.
To address this, the agency excavated
a trench lengthways through the gravel
adjacent to the low sheet piled wall to
allow water to flow and the river level
gauge to function. The time and manpower
saved resulted in efficiency savings for
the agency, it states. “I thought the WaterGate was excellent,” says the agency’s
Andrew Foster. “I was very impressed with
how easy [it] was to deploy, which resulted
in our desilting project being carried out
swiftly.”

TO THE RESCUE
Another enthusiastic user of Water-Gate
is Essex County Fire and Rescue Service,
which has secured 20 such portable
barriers to help protect homes across
the county from flooding. Funded by
Essex County Council, the barriers can be
despatched from four fire stations. The
Water Gates are highly portable and fit
into a small holdall, weighing less than
20kg each. They can also be connected
to one another, creating a barrier totalling
180m. “Our water barriers will provide an
additional defence to properties at risk
of flooding, while building confidence in
communities,” says station officer Duncan
Lewis, Technical Fire Safety. “They are
easy to assemble and to pack away; they
are light and they are effective against
surface water floods, burst hydrants and
even tidal surges. After all, flooding can
devastate homes and ruin lives.”

RAPID BLOCKADE
The concept behind the barrier is elegant
and simple. The barrier is a temporary
system that, once rolled out, self deploys,
using the weight of the water to hold it
back. The water lifts the top of the barrier,
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CPD:
why it matters
Continuing Professional Development, Life-long Learning, Continuing Education – all phrases
that are interchanged and used widely within the professions – but what do they actually mean?

W

e at the IED use the
acronym CPD to describe
the process of planning,
tracking and documenting
the skills, knowledge and experience that
you gain both formally and informally as
you work, beyond any initial training. It’s
a record of what you experience, learn
and then apply.
So, why do we ask our members to do
CPD? As a professional designer and a
member of the Institution, you will have
signed up to the IED’s Code of Conduct
– which includes the following statement:
“A member shall take all reasonable
steps to maintain and develop their
professional competence by attention to
new developments in science, technology
and design relevant to their field of
professional activity and shall encourage
persons working under their supervision
so to do.”
The aim of this clause is to ensure
that members of the Institution maintain
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their professional competence by
appraising themselves of new legislation
and other recent developments in their
specific field of design. This is to ensure
that our body of members can be relied
upon at all times to be at the forefront
of their profession, ready and able to
act in the best interests of the public,
the law and their employer. In addition,
CPD can be used as a tool to plan and
execute your career progression – using
CPD to measure your development
against competencies for the next grade
of registration as a professional product
designer, CAD specialist, engineering
designer or environmentalist.

CPD AND PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION
IED members who are professionally
registered at CEnv and CTPD grades
are required, as part of their Chartered
registration, to complete CPD annually
– this is a requirement of the Charter

as established by the Privy Council.
Persistent failure to submit CPD records
will lead to removal of the professional
registration. Additionally, and to
bring engineering into line with other
professions, the Engineering Council
now require all licensed bodies (such
as the IED) to monitor and record CPD
of their registered members – hence
the introduction, in 2018, of random
sampling of all registered members within
the IED, including CEnv, CTPD, EngTech,
IEng and CEng. Again, persistent failure
to submit CPD records could lead to
removal of registration.

HOW TO ÔDOÕ CPD
The vast majority of members within the
IED already ‘do’ CPD – the nature of the
role of designers means that individuals
are at the forefront of new technologies
and have to be aware of changes to
legislation, use of new materials, design
tools, manufacturing systems and so
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CPD

CPD and can be recorded as such. And
that gets us nicely onto the thorny issue
of recording CPD.

Africa Studio /stock.adobe.com

HOW TO RECORD YOUR CPD

on. IED members not only attend training
sessions, webinars and workshops, but
also often run those events for other
designers and engineers – that is the
nature of the role. In addition, members
read journals, write articles, contribute to
blogs, train colleagues, attend exhibitions
etc. All of these activities are relevant to

The biggest bug-bear with regards to CPD
is not the ‘doing’, but the ‘recording’.
Some of our younger members and those
who benefit from structured training in the
workplace are used to maintaining a log
of activities that they complete during the
year – these lucky few then have a ready
source of material to submit, if and when
they are asked to produce a CPD record
for any given period.
The key to recording the CPD is to do
‘little and often’ – keep a file specifically
for CPD and as soon as you have
completed the course, read the journal,
written the blog or article or given some
training to a colleague, write it down, scan
the completion certificate and note what
you have learnt from the activity. If you are
a registered user of the IED’s CPD system
(mycareerpath – free to use for all IED
members, contact HQ for the details) you
can use the online form there, or there is
a pro forma available on the IED website
which you can download and use to record
your activities.

RETIRED MEMBERS
We often get questions from retired
members who are worried that, if they do
not complete CPD, they will have their

professional registration taken from them.
If this is you, please do not worry. The
regulations on CPD state that records are
sought from ‘active’ members – ie, those
still in employment and/or those who
volunteer in a role for the IED. Therefore,
if you are an ‘active’ retired member who
volunteers for the Institution in some
capacity (such as sitting on a Committee,
writing articles for the journal, conducting
interviews), then you will be required
to submit a CPD record (which will, of
course, include all the above activities
and relevant training you have done to
support them). If you are fully retired and
do not carry out any voluntary work for
the Institution, you will not be required to
submit a CPD record – if you are randomly
selected to do so, simply let us know that
you are fully retired and we will amend
our database to ensure that you are
not included in any future selections for
monitoring.

RANDOM TESTING
Each year, we at IED HQ do a random
selection of 10% of registered members
and ask for CPD records for the preceding
12 months. The Membership Committee
then reviews 10% of those selected
to look at the variety of development
undertaken, the level of learning gained
and the reflection of the development
against learning outcomes. The results
for 2018 are shown in the box below.

SAMPLING CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
This report provides a summary of the responses to the continuing
professional development (CPD) records for review for 2018.
The consultation was open for four months, with 10% of registered IED
members (108) asked to send in their CPD reports for the last year.
We received 73 written responses.
The vast majority of responses were submitted online, using either
the formal CPD questionnaire or individual formats. The membership
committees’ comments regarding responses from members indicated
that, overall, the CPD records received were very positive. However,
a few responses needed more guidance, such as:
● CPD needs to show outcome of training and purpose of development
● CPD should be about the development for one year only.
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The graph, right, shows the CPD responses for 2018.
Kim Clarke, Membership Officer
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THE
FUTURE
IS T-SHAPED
The complex and multi-disciplinary nature of engineering
projects means that a new type of engineer may be required.
But how can those future talents be found and developed?

F

or at least a century, engineering
was a profession that featured
clearly delineated disciplines.
A mechanical engineer was
distinct from an electrical engineer, who
was in turn distinct from an electronic or
civil engineer, etc, etc. These delineations
were, and remain, reflected in the many
and varied engineering institutions that
exist in the UK – from your own IED to
IMechE, IEE, ICE and so forth.
Of course, it has never been quite as
clear cut as all that. Different disciplines
have always had to cross over on certain
projects and polymath engineers have
always existed. However, for many years it
was a rule of thumb that engineers tended
to remain within their specialisms for most
of their career. More recently, however,
these boundaries have begun to erode.
The increasing complexity of projects has
meant that levels of collaboration have had
to increase, followed inevitably by greater
cross-disciplinary understanding. Equally,
as demand for engineers has increasingly
come to outstrip supply, there has been
a concomitant requirement for existing
engineers to master technologies outside
their traditional comfort zones.
This has led to the rise of what is known
as the ‘T-shaped engineer’. The idea of
T-shaped skills was first mentioned by David
Guest in a 1991 article (‘The hunt is on
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for the Renaissance Man of computing,’
The Independent), discussing the future of
computer jobs, and then championed as an
approach to hiring the right talent ,in order
to build inter-disciplinary teams that can
come together to create new ideas.
Essentially, the T-shaped concept is a
metaphor for the depth and breadth that
an individual has in relation to skills. The
vertical bar on the ‘T’ represents the depth
of related skills and expertise in a single
field, whereas the horizontal bar represents
a breadth of skills and the ability to
collaborate across disciplines with experts
in other areas and to apply knowledge in
areas of expertise other than one’s own.
For engineers, this means not only
possessing deep, technical skills, but
also having broader attributes – such as
empathy, communication skills, teambuilding
and equally the ability to collaborate – or
these essential ‘soft skills’.
One enthusiastic advocate of an
increasing emphasis on such multidisciplinary skills is Pete Lomas FREng
HonFIED, the IED’s President, designer of
the original hardware for the Raspberry
Pi, and director of systems engineering
at electronic design and manufacturing
SME, Norcott Technologies. “I think now,
as an engineering society, we’re looking for
T-shaped people, who have a breadth of
knowledge, but also a depth of knowledge

in one particular
specialism,” he
says. “Projects
are no longer just
about electronics, or
mechanical engineering
or pouring concrete. They
have a cross-disciplinary
aspect to them. For instance,
buildings in downtown Tokyo have
earthquake countermeasures that involve
structural design, mechanical actuators and
computer control systems all working in
harmony to provide a solution.”
This type of engineer increasingly
represents the future and is something
he is keen to encourage. “I’m seeing lots
of exciting developments coming up, but,
in the main, all the really game-changing
products are going to be created by these
cross-disciplinary teams. “It really needs all
those facets to be brought together to
make a world-beating product.”
That doesn’t mean an end to singledisciplinary engineering. “If you’re an
out- and-out electronics engineer and that’s
what you are passionate about ,then that
specialism is equally valid and critically
develops the state of the art in that
discipline,” he says. “However, particularly
in SMEs like here at Norcott, I need what
I call ‘cross-threaded people’. I’ve have an
electronics engineer right now tinkering
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CROSS-DISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING

PETE LOMAS

© bizvector - stock.adobe.com

with a SolidWorks model of a group of
mechanical components to see if we can get
them to fit together in a better way with the
electronics.”
This requirement comes about because
of the increasing demands from customers
wishing to optimise the integration of all
aspects of a design, says Lomas, “so he’s
got the ability to model the mechanics
and the electronics in parallel, and see
optimisations across the disciplines. The
number of times people have come to me
and said, ‘Here’s a beautifully designed
enclosure, now we just want you to put
your electronics into it’ – and vice versa”.
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Pete Lomas’ career started aged 13 when
he re-purposed a telephone relay rack into
a noughts & crosses ‘computer’ igniting a
lifelong passion for engineering and digital
making.
Today he is engineering director at
Norcott Technologies, a provider of electronic
design and CEM services. His role keeps him
close to the ‘coal face’ of engineering and
product design in areas as diverse as fire
detection, X-ray imaging, nuclear physics and
the Internet of things.
Pete takes a holistic approach to design
and production to ensure that creative design
does not get swamped in manufacturing
technicalities and product viability is not
compromised by “specification-creep”, cost
overruns and delayed market launch.
Pete has always had a passion for
education mixed with a concern about the
visibility of engineering when children are
choosing career paths. In 2008 a perfect
opportunity arose at a meeting in Cambridge
and the Raspberry Pi Foundation was
formed.
Pete took early responsibility for the
hardware design and manufacture of the
Raspberry Pi computer. Handing it over to an
internal design team in 2014 allowed him
more time to focus on his role as a trustee
and volunteer. Raspberry Pi has become a
global phenomenon with sales of +20 million
devices and a team of over 80 delivering its
mission: “To put the power of digital making
into the hands of people all over the world”
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That’s not how it can work
anymore, if ever it really did, he points out.
“You need a lot of 3D modelling to give
the customer the look and feel of the end
product and validate everything will fit before
we release it for prototyping, and SMEs
need people with the skills to do that; it’s
integrated product design.”
The question that arises, then, is where
such people can be found? Here things
become much more complex. While industry
may be increasingly open to the notion of
the ‘T-shaped’ engineer, and many grow into
‘T-shaped’ through necessity. the education
remains stubbornly predicated on the older,
much more clearly delineated, paradigm in
which different specialisms ‘stay in lane’.
While industry may be in favour of the idea,
when asked whether he
actually believes that
engineering education
has caught up with
that idea yet, Lomas is
succinct: “I wish.”
The problem,
he believes, is that
education is not yet
properly equipped to
meet the demands
of the employment
marketplace. “There’s
no doubt that education is suffering from a
lack of funding, but the other dynamic that’s
also difficult is the speed with which it can
change. Our educational system lags far
behind the jobs and roles that our society
demands. New roles are developing faster
than our education system can react. That’s
not a criticism; it’s unfortunately a structural
issue that needs to be addressed.”
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Is this something
he feels he can help
address in his role as
IED president? “I’m not
pretending for a minute
that I’m going to make
a massive impact, but
I do hope to make
some difference.
The critical thing
underlying all this is
when you look at the
engineering pipeline.
It starts off quite
promisingly, but
then it gets whittled away and, by the time
we get to graduates looking for jobs, it’s a
very small percentage of the number who
originally started with an interest in their
early school years.
“It’s been recognised that signposting
the varied and exciting opportunities in
engineering is critically important,” he
continues. “Coupled with that, we need
an educational system that develops
young people to be inquisitive, engaged,
collaborative, resilient and sufficiently
agile, so they can confidently pivot into new
opportunities as they arise.”
In his role with the Raspberry Pi
Foundation, Lomas has devoted no
small amount of his career to improving
this situation, of course. Much of the
thinking behind the Raspberry Pi was to

make computer science and engineering
accessible and comprehensible to children
through demonstration.
“Keeping the Raspberry Pi without a
case, so that you could see its components,
was as close as we could get to showing
children how it actually worked,” he explains.
“More importantly for me as an engineer
was that you could then attach LEDs and
switches to it and, with a small amount of
code, demonstrate, for example, how a set
of traffic lights works.”
THE WHEEL DEAL
This model of learning through
demonstration is rooted in his past. “I
was absolutely useless at school – I hated
it,” he recalls. “It wasn’t until I went to
a technical college that things changed.
The thing that did it for me surprisingly
wasn’t electronic, it was a Pelton wheel.
Being face to face with the actual device
and being able to change parameters,
more water, turned those dry equations
into something tangible. This logic may
be carried through to the development of
T-shaped engineers by encouraging the sort
of projects in which they can thrive and by
making them aware of the possibilities. As
he puts it: “We need to give engineers the
opportunity to get involved in all aspects of
a project, and also time to learn and develop
those new skill areas and become that
‘T’ shaped person.”
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Fully-functional Lego model, including
pneumatic actuators, divertor valves
and hand pump.

Cutting-edge
PERFORMANCE
Mechanical engineer and University of Malta graduate David Sciberras undertook to design an
automated packaging system for a leading range of glass mirrors, while potentially improving the
quality of cut without compromising current benchmarks. The resulting solution has won the most
innovative student project award, supported by the IED

T

oly Group is a privately-owned
company and part of the
cosmetic industry, an everexpanding market that is
projected to grow to $625 billion by 2020
at a rate of 6.4%. Toly produces a vast
range of high-quality packaging solutions
for the international market, including the
compact mirror.
This particular offering comes in a
small plastic case that contains a mirror
and a beauty product of the customer’s
choice. The mirror itself is usually the
same size and shape as the compact.
Of the six million mirrors cut by Toly
annually, the circular profile makes up
80% of production. The current system
in place employs a manual separation
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method, where a scribing machine
cuts a large mirror sheet, and
these are further separated by
one or two workers by hand.
The scribing machine itself is
capable of 3,000 to 15,000
mirrors per eight-hour shift.
Enter into this scenario David
Sciberras, pictured, who graduated
from the University of Malta in 2016 as
a mechanical engineer with a focus on
industrial and manufacturing engineering.
He was formerly employed as an
innovation engineer with Toly Malta and
is currently running his own business,
Invent 3D, which is closely aligned with
additive manufacturing (3D printing). He
is also reading for a MSc in Integrated

Product Development
within the university’s
Engineering Faculty.
Sciberras undertook
a complex engineering
design project as part
of his undergraduate
degree, the aim of which
was to design an automated
technical system for Toly, while
potentially improving the quality of
cut without compromising the current
benchmarks. The project described in this
article was carried out in collaboration
between the Department of Industrial
and Manufacturing Engineering at the
University of Malta and Toly Malta. The
project won the most innovative student
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project award, supported by the IED.
To systematically address the design
brief, the project followed the Roozenburg
& Eekels Basic Design Cycle, which
consists of a number of activities, namely
problem analysis, synthesis, solution
analysis and evaluation. The first step
was therefore to analyse the problem and
break it down.
The challenging part of the manualauto changeover is the motion that the
worker uses to execute the final two
separations. Under close observation,
it is evident that there is a barely
noticeable torque applied to the mirror,
combined with a perpendicular pulling
motion. These motions are crucial to
avoiding cracks and defects in the mirror
backing and edges. Any defects result in
the mirror being discarded.

PATENT SEARCH
In order to see if any devices or
mechanisms already existed, a
comprehensive patent search was carried
out on all devices involving glass and
mirror cutting, as well as LCD screen
cutting. The search resulted in over 20
separation methods, all of which were
divided into thermal, laser, mechanical or
a combination. Upon closer inspection,
the patents were only relevant for glass
cutting, and mirror cutting was only cited
as potential future work. Most methods
found would result in an unacceptable
mirror finish, due to chipping.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Next, a clear set of requirements was
needed. First, a survey was carried
out involving the workers in the mirror
department, as well as the management
team. This allowed the extraction of
important data, such as output, flexibility,
cost etc.
A ranking system was then
implemented, with input from the
management team, to establish a clear
order of importance. The ranking and
survey combined allowed the creation of a
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) table.
This resulted in the output, quality of cut
and cost to be the priorities. Finally, the
product design specifications could be
established. This provided guidance on
the requirements, in terms of:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Performance
Flexibility
Precision
Costs
Product Life Span
Competition
Size & Weight
Ergonomics
Standards
Quality & reliability
Testing requirements
Solution Synthesis.

IDEAS GENERATION
The next step in the basic design cycle
involved the generation of ideas, taking
into account the key design requirements
listed in the product design specification
(PDS). A Function-Means tree was
created to help streamline the process,
implementing a decision matrix to remove
impractical and irrelevant methods as
indicated by the patent search. The device
itself must have three functions:
● Handling the mirror
● Separating the mirror
● Improving the cut of the mirror.
The ideal ‘Means’ was identified using
parameters from the QFD and a weighting
system, ultimately resulting in the best
combination, being the following: a
parallel/rotational force applied after
time to settle at an elevated temperature,
utilising mechanical force closure to
move the mirrors between stations.
SCAMPER was then employed to
minimise processes and tasks, while
improving other parameters. SCAMPER
is a tool used to Substitute, Combine,
Adapt, Modify, Put to another use,
Eliminate and Reverse certain key
functions required. This tool led to the
combination of heating and time to
settle, moving and heating, heating while
scribing, and so on.

BEST SOLUTION
A morphological chart was also created to
take into account the previous results and
provide the best solution for all aspects
that the new machine would require.
Decision matrices were conducted,
in order to systematically converge to
the most plausible solution, taking the
customer’s ranking in the QFD as a basis.
Each step was discussed with Toly’s

production and management team to gain
both an academic and an industrial view.
The solution synthesis resulted in the
following sequence of events:
● Scribed sheet processed into a stack
of strips
● Thermal treatment applied to stack
of strips
● Cured strips broken into single
units, with waste still attached
● Waste removed.

SOLUTION ANALYSIS
The solution was then analysed using
a range of design tools. First, a material
selection exercise was carried out
for the interchangeable holders. This
was required as different mirror sizes
would need different holders, especially
important since, during the same work
shift, mirror sizes could in fact change
several times.
This led to the recommendation of
creating the holders via 3D Printing.
Current AM technologies were compared
for the use case required, the result being
stereolithography, specifically PP-like
resin, which provided the best balance
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that the machine can process a minimum
of 5,280 mirrors, satisfying the PDS
established earlier. This is because
there is a constant flow of mirrors being
separated, unlike the manual method
which processes a sheet at a time.

SWOT ANALYSIS

Succesful separation of a scored
glass mirror, defect-free.

of cost, quality and strength. The same
exercise was carried out for the material
of the separation platform, resulting in the
selection of aluminium as affording the
best balance of cost, strength and weight.

THE ‘X’ FACTOR
The next exercise carried out was Design
for X. The ‘X’ in this case was taken to be
manufacturability and assembly, quality,
flexibility and inspection, as discussed
with Toly. Finally, a failure mode and
effects analysis was carried out to
anticipate potential failures and mitigate
them. In order to prove the working
principle of the separation process,
several fully functioning Lego models
were created, implementing pneumatics
and conveyor belts.
A random sample of unseparated
mirrors was obtained to test the model.
Despite the low-powered pneumatics
and plastic construction, the model
succeeded in breaking the mirror and
avoiding any defects in all the separation
movements. The Lego model was then
used as a basis for the layout of the
dimensionally accurate CAD model.
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EVALUATION & DISCUSSION

A SWOT analysis was carried out, which
revealed that the proposed design
solution is a simple and straightforward
approach to a complex problem, while
being low-cost and manufacturable,
cheap to run and truly universal in
design. Weaknesses identified were the
initial teething problems, as it is a new
type of machine that requires precision
movements and training of operators to
run efficiently.
Opportunities for this project include the
fact that it is an original separation method
that could belong to Toly, applicable to the
cutting of glass as well as mirrors. Other
ceramics also would have success with this
separation method.
Threats to the success of this project
is the unknown aspect, in particular how
production-level speeds could impact the
quality of the mirror. Future work on this
involves the full automation of the mirrorcutting process, which would require a vast
overhaul of the industry.

A cost exercise was carried out, proving
that the new automated system would be
cheaper in the long run than the current
manual method. This was done by showing
that the full parts and assembly costs
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Who are we?
This journal is produced by the IED for our Members and for those who
have an interest in engineering and product design, as well as CAD users.

The IED, established in 1945, incorporated by Royal Charter in 2012,
is a licensed body of both the Engineering Council and Society for the
Environment and we register our suitably qualified Members as Chartered
Environmentalists (CEnv), Chartered Engineers (CEng), Incorporated
Engineers (IEng) or Engineering Technicians (EngTech), Chartered
Technological Product Designers (CTPD) and Registered Product Designers
(RProdDes). We also offer professional recognition to Product Designers,
CAD Technicians, and those who teach and lecture in design or CAD.
We represent our Members’ interests at the highest levels and raise
awareness of the professional standards of our Members, whilst providing a
resource and information service, and a friendly and approachable route to
assessment and registration.
www.ied.org.uk

“For any design engineer
hoping to pursue a career in
industry, membership and
registration shows commitment

Why become a member of the IED?

to continuing professional

Membership of any professional body gives you professional recognition
and status, and an acknowledged code of conduct to work to. Membership
of the IED gives you the added credibility of being acknowledged for the
role you play in Design and Innovation, and helps to develop your skills and
knowledge in these areas.
As well as the various registrations, membership of the IED gives you the
opportunity to meet with other designers and discuss issues particular
to your field of expertise or interest. Many of our Members prefer to
communicate primarily through the discussion forums on our website,
as this lends itself to the busy work schedules – however, we also run
seminars, meetings and events where Members can carry out CPD and
meet up.
The IED is the only Institution that represents designers in all
Engineering and Product Design fields, plus those who teach these skills.

development and promoting
good practice in those with
whom we interact on a daily
basis. The IED provides a
natural home for those whose
roles encompass a diverse
range of skills.”
BH, Chartered Engineer

How do you join?
We have made the application process as simple as we can. To maintain
the high standards of membership, we need all prospective members to:
Complete an application form
Submit a CV and details of relevant educational qualifications. All applicants
are assessed by a Committee of Members.

If you are a designer who would like to gain formal professional recognition, or work in an
organisation which employs designers, and would like to have your employees gain membership
and professional recognition, contact Kim at the IED on 01373 822801 or send an email to:
kim@ied.org.uk to discuss your next step.

Engineers
Without
Borders
Engineers Without Borders-UK
is an international development
organisation that removes
barriers to development
through engineering. Our
programmes provide
opportunities for young people
to learn about technology's role
in tackling poverty.
We are always on the look out
for new volunteers, so to get
involved or make a donation
please visit out donations page
at http://www.ewb-uk.org

